
Think “outside the pocket” when
creating your pocket pages by 
including larger photos and adhering
embellishments to the outside of the
pockets!

1. I love layering when I scrapbook 
and you can still layer when you 
pocket scrapbook. Go ahead and 
break the rules, use a larger photo or 
attach some of your photos or 
embellishments to the outside of the 
pockets! I used two sizes of pocket 
pages to create this 3 page spread.

2. The first page has my title which is simply created by using a ready made 
journaling card and a sticker. I typed my journaling on a card, slipped that into a 
a pocket and attached a cork die cut to the outside of the pocket using Glue Dots 
adhesive (use a strong adhesive, not white glue, white glue will not work well 
on plastic pocket pages.)

3. For the left page of the inside spread I again attached some cork die cuts and 
stickers to the outside of the pocket. I also added another photograph next to my
journaling by attaching the photo on top of the pocket page. This also helps me 
feel less constrained by the pocket sizes since my photo is a non traditional size. 
I printed it out the size I wanted and simply placed it at an angle over top the 
the journaling cards. 

4. I wanted to use a large picture on the last page, but my pockets would only
allow for a 6x4 photo. I solved the problem by simply making my photo 6x8 
cutting it in half and then slipping it into the the two stacked 6x4 pockets. To 

        further the feeling that its one large pocket I layered title stickers and a cork die cut over the 
        entire photo (Napa Valley go!).

        5. To finish the spread I added a white shipping tag, again on top of my pocket page. I typed
        my journaling on the tag and added a bit of layering to the title by stamping a simple banner
        image in light blue, then I layered alpha stickers over top the stamped image.
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- Pocket Pages - Journaling cards - Letter stickers
- Cork die cuts - White shipping tag - Asst. stickers
- Pastel dye ink - Glue Dots adhesive - Acrylic Stamp


